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Introduction

ViaLactea is a toolkit of visual analytics interfaces for the Astrophysics and Planetary sectors
facilitating exploitation of multi-wavelength (from near infrared to the radio spectrum)
observations of the Milky Way [VSB+18]. The underlying ecosystem is strongly driven by FAIR
principles and Open Science practices and is integrated within the European Open Science1 2

Cloud (EOSC ). ViaLacteaWeb (VLW ) is a recently developed toolkit component for an3 4

integrated web solution for cloud-based visualisation functionality. The aim is to provide a
testbed for realising remote and interactive correlation analysis workflows to study star
formation processes in the Milky Way. VLW sports a rich web UI supporting multiple user
scenarios exploiting a remote knowledge database that provides object catalogues and
spectral energy distribution model outputs (VLKB ). The overall performance is limited only5

by the remote visualisation scalability capacity of the underlying infrastructure and it can be
CPU and/or GPU based. VLW is accessed via a dedicated client running in common web
browsers and is based on specific VLKB queries to perform sophisticated interactive
visualisation operations remotely.

Real-time web-based visualisation

Cloud infrastructures provided as a service (IaaS) is one of the most convenient solutions
adopted for high-performance data processing and visualization [OCJ+15]. Modern
web-based visualisation services commonly rely on client-server architectures. A server is
deployed to deal with scalability of data processing and rendering while a web client displays
the obtained images, pulls any data upon user requests as necessary and handles user
interaction together with other not so computationally expensive tasks. Such services also
provide a great degree of accessibility for end users as they can be deployed from within
common web-browsers either on desktop or mobile platforms requiring only standard
internet connections. Typically client-server communication protocols involve WebSockets6

and REST interfaces as supported by modern web browsers as well as handling of binary7

streams and JSON and XML formats for asynchronous data pulling. Then Node.js is often

7 https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Glossary/REST

6 https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/WebSockets_API

5 https://vlkb.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

4 https://vlw.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

3 https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/open-science-cloud

2

https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/strategy/strategy-2020-2024/our-digital-future/open-scienc
e_en

1 https://www.openaire.eu/how-to-make-your-data-fair
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used as a base to implement a client as it provides all core library packages required. On the
server side the upper coding layer for CPU or GPU deployment is provided through
appropriate scripting bindings, e.g. by using Python [SKR+15], [FH20], [MK15] or Go [PR17].
The server side remote visualisation performance depends on a variety of aspects such as
input data types, specific graphics pipeline mechanisms deployed, e.g. rasterization or
ray-tracing, and these need to be adapted within the context of the available GPU/CPU
environments [WJA+16], [PBD+10]. Often there is no ready off-the-shelf visualisation
solution to deploy directly and some adapting/optimising according to the underlying cloud
environment capabilities is required. The architecture of VLW (see next section) has been
realised within the space services of NEANIAS and is based on Kitware's approach [SML06].8

We support multi-user operational scenarios for remote visualisation by integrating into our
system proxy configuration [MFGM04] (as conventionally these are forwarded to the client)
and user authentication and authorisation modules [JATG19].

ViaLactea Web

The VLW functionality and operational scenarios are inspired by VLVA and are realised as a9

service fully integrated in NEANIAS which is establishing cutting edge space services for the
EOSC ecosystem. The VLW focus is to provide a dedicated service for scalable web-based
visualisation [OCJ+15], [PR17], [JATG19] exploiting existing knowledge extraction solutions
[MBB+16]. We deploy VLKB to access astrophysics data catalogues and integrating within a
modular architecture thus allowing design of customised astrophysics visualisation pipelines
within Python for WebSockets streaming. Computationally expensive visualisation is
performed on the server, while our client deploys a lightweight UI designed with Node.js that
can be accessed through modern web browsers. VLW has so far been deployed on a
dedicated server (GPU based rendering) and the GARR cloud infrastructure (CPU based10

rendering). To enable multi-user support, VLW adapts a conventional configuration
architecture based on Apache proxy server and WSLink launcher as used in the
ParaViewWeb solution. The overall schema of VLW is shown in Fig. 1; the core architectural11

components are:

11 https://kitware.github.io/paraviewweb/docs/ubuntu_14_04.html

10 https://cloud.garr.it

9 https://vlva.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

8 https://www.neanias.eu/
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Figure 1: VLW concepts and technologies involved.

● A mechanism of management of WebSocket procedures for visualisation, e.g.
handling binary image streaming and UI execution of Remote Procedure Calls (RPC).
The Web Application Messaging Protocol can simplify the design of complex
WebSocket solutions [WAM] (see Fig. 1 (a));

● A remote and interactive cloud-based visualisation mechanism to execute VLKB
queries and generate off-screen visualisations of the results (see Fig. 1 (b));

● A web client that runs in common modern browsers and provides web rendering and
UIs for user operations (see Fig. 1 (c));

● A multi-user configuration manager with a front-end proxy server and additional tools
to provide resource allocation (e.g. port available), configuration (e.g. session ID) and
starting a fresh visualisation process for each user that requests this (see Fig. 1 (d)).

Figure 2: The main UI of VLW showing a survey dataset loaded
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Figure 3: The VLW left sliding panel showing the galactic coordinates selection menu together with the identified list of
available visualisation survey datacubes.

The main UI of VLW is shown in Fig. 2. To access a selected survey represented as a datacube
cut [MHKJH16] the user has executed VLKB queries through the sliding left panel
functionality. Firstly, the parameters of the selection region in galactic coordinates need to be
defined. Secondly, the available VLKB surveys are loaded and can be subsequently selected
by the user specifically for subsequent datacube visualisation (see Fig. 3).

Conclusion

We have presented VLW which is an integrated solution realised as a NEANIAS service to
target high performance remote and interactive visualisation for data analysis in
astrophysics. The VLW architecture is designed with accessibility in mind - the adopted
solution can be accessed from any modern browser on any platform. Furthermore, its
remote visualisation capability can be adapted for different cloud infrastructures both CPU
and GPU based. VLW has recently undergone through formal validation and has been
subsequently released within the NEANIAS space services. VLW is envisaged to be developed
further with additional interactive procedures for astrophysics data analysis and further
integration with other services within the NEANIAS ecosystem.
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